Teacher Guide
For running Inquiry Based
Learning Sessions

by Oliwia Derda

What is Inquiry Based
Learning?
The Inquiry Based Learning is a pedagogical shift to the traditional learning
approach. This method of ‘teaching’ relies on ‘seeking for truth, information or
knowledge/understanding’. It challenges the students to make meaning of their
observations to construct new knowledge. The teachers may guide inquiry to varying
degrees from an approach that is more open as compared to an approach that
utilizes more guidance.
The benefits of implementing an inquiry-based learning is its ability to help students
develop higher order thinking skills such as critical thinking, analytical thinking, ability
to synthesise, and evaluate (according to Bloom’s Taxonomy).
The GoMicro Lesson Plans are designed to promote an inquiry-based exploration of
the scientific phenomena present all around us. The students are encouraged to
discover and create their own scientific inquiries that question their assumptions
about the world around them.
.

How to run GoMicro Inquiry sessions
The GoMicro sessions are about nurturing the spirit of inquiry. This is something that
is squashed through traditional teaching methods, where the teacher instructs, and
the students follow. If you manage to break this cycle and let the students take
charge - they will lead their own learning and you will achieve something remarkable.
We hope we will help you achieve just that!
4 Golden Rules of Inquiry
1. Minimal or no instructions
2. Let the students lead
3. Always follow a question with another question
4. Manage the learning experience
Some of these sessions can be run outdoors, but it is best to run the discussion
indoors. The role of the teacher is to listen and observe the learning happen naturally
and without intervention. Trust us on this one… it will happen.
At the end of the session it is important to give students time for active discussion this is NOT teaching time. Great teachers develop the art of conveying what has to
be learnt through the subtle management of discussions. You will develop this
expertise.
We suggest that you do not provide any introductions on the use of the microscope
as well - let that be inquiry in itself. If the student is stuck and really does not know they will ask a friend. From experience, it never takes more than 2 minutes for
students to figure it out.
Tip: Use the first session “What is this” to practice facilitating an inquiry session and
allow your student to become an explorer!

If you start the session with instructions, you are likely to end
with instruction.
If you start your session with exploration, it is likely your
students would not want to end it.

● What is This?

Exploring the World
● What is Life?

Exploring the Magic of Life
● Let’s look at Rubbish!

What Happens to the Things we Discard?
● Can you Mix Light?

Exploring the Nature of Colour
● What are Rocks made of?

Explore Minerals
● What do Plants Eat?

Exploring why Plants have Roots
● What is Soil Made of?

How does Soil Support Life?
● Is there Maths in Leaves?

Science is Interconnected
● Do you Pollute the Ocean?

How we Contribute to Ocean Pollution?
● Why does our Food Spoil?

Exploring Bacteria and Fungi
● Is it Salt or Sugar?

Exploration of Crystals

What is this?
Exploring the world
An opportunity to familiarize yourself with the GoMicro tool
and become a microscopic world Explorer. What mysteries
are hidden from our naked eyes? Can you see anything
interesting?

What is life?
Exploring the magic of life
An opportunity to explore the environment by looking at
living and non-living things. What is the difference between
the living and non-living world? What makes something
alive?

Session created by Oliwia Derda

How to run this session?
Encourage students to capture a good mixture of living and non-living
things. Share the GoMicro images at the end of the session and run a
discussion with the inquiry question “What makes something
living?”

Preparation
For Indoor-Sessions: A set of biological examples such as a leaf,
fruit, flowers and set of items such as stones, plastic, paper.
For Outdoor-Sessions: School ground will do nicely. But discussion
sessions are best run in class.
Australian Curriculum Links
Living things can be grouped on the basis of observable features and can be distinguished
from non-living things (ACSSU044).
With guidance, identify questions in familiar contexts that can be investigated scientifically and
make predictions based on prior knowledge (ACSIS064)

Where Will it End?
What happens to the things that we discard?
A good way to start discussing a healthy environment and
the damage that can be caused by the things we use. It is
also a good way to introduce the concept of biodegradable
and non-biodegradable.

Session created by Oliwia Derda

How to run this session?
Students are encouraged to explore all kinds of items around them.
Share the GoMicro images at the end of the session and run a
discussion on “What happens to our things when we throw them
away?”

Preparation
For Indoor-Sessions: A set of biological examples such as a leaf,
fruit, flowers and a set of manmade items such as paper, clothes and
fabrics, plastic containers, and single-use plastic etc in their own lunch
boxes.
For Outdoor-Sessions: The school outdoor environment will have a
good supply of items to work with. But discussion sessions are best
run in class.

Australian Curriculum Links
With guidance, identify questions in familiar contexts that can be investigated scientifically and
make predictions based on prior knowledge (ACSIS064)
Natural and processed materials have a range of physical properties that can influence their
use (ACSSU074)

Can you mix light?
Exploring the Nature of Colour
Light mixes differently from paint. Digital colour is about
mixing light and using tiny dots (pixels) of red, green and
blue to create colours and pictures we see on computer,
phone and TV screens. When you zoom into a picture, you
can discover what the picture actually looks like.

Session created by Sivam Krish

How to run this session
Encourage students to capture a good mixture of photos to explore on
computer or TV screens with GoMicros. Allow them to play with the
brightness control of the screen. Share the GoMicro images at the end
of the session and run a discussion on “How are colours made with
light?”

Preparation
This is an Indoor-Session
Make available computer or TV screens (pixels on smart phone and
iPad screens are far too small for this activity).
Australian Curriculum Links
Use materials, techniques and processes to explore visual conventions when making artworks
(ACAVAM111)
Investigate characteristics and properties of a range of materials, systems, components, tools
and equipment and evaluate the impact of their use (ACTDEK023)
Compare results with predictions, suggesting possible reasons for findings (ACSIS215)

What are rocks made of?
Explore Minerals
This an exploration of what the earth is made of. Where does
sand come from? It presents an opportunity to explore
different sizes of sand particles, and the textures and colours
in stones that make up the surface of the earth.

Session created by Oliwia Derrida

How to run this session
Encourage students to explore the ground that they stand on and
collect images of differently coloured and textured sand and rock
types.
Share the GoMicro images and allow students discover and discuss
“What is the surface of the earth made of “

Preparation
For Indoor-Sessions: A set of stones, rocks, minerals and different
types of sand.
For Outdoor-Sessions: The school outdoor environment will have a
good supply of rocks, stones & sand types. But discussion sessions
are best run in class.
Australian Curriculum Links
Natural and processed materials have a range of physical properties that can influence their
use (ACSSU074)
Earth’s surface changes over time as a result of natural processes and human activity
(ACSSU075)

What do Plants Eat?
Exploring why plants have roots
An exploration of an important but hidden part of plants.
Introduction the ecosystem below the ground made out of
water, worms, insects and other life forms.

Session created by Oliwia Derda

How to run this session
Encourage students to use GoMicros to capture 5 interesting things
about plant roots found around the school yard.
Share the GoMicro images to facilitate discussion on “Why plants
have roots?”

Preparation
This is an Outdoor-Sessions
The school outdoor environment is likely to have plenty of plants. Ask
students not to uproot big plants, but they may dig out section of roots.
The main component of the exploration can happen outdoors.
But discussion sessions are best run in class.
Australian Curriculum Links
Earth’s surface changes over time as a result of natural processes and human activity
(ACSSU075)
Natural and processed materials have a range of physical properties that can influence their
use (ACSSU074)

What is Soil Made of?
How soil supports life
Soil helps plants grow, but how can it happen? How does it
look ‘up close’? Is it made from dirt only or are there other
things in it? Let’s explore the microscopic world of soil.

Session created by Strathalbyn Kindergarten

How to run this session
This is an outdoor Session
Encourage students to explore the ground to check out the diversity
within the soil, to see all the different things that make up the soil.
Share the GoMicro images and start a discussion on “How does soil
support life”

Preparation
This is an outdoor session
The school premises are likely to have a delivery of soil types. Sandy
soil, playground sand, clay soil, garden soil etc. Students should be
encouraged to find a diversity of soil types.
Discussion sessions are best run in class.
Australian Curriculum Links
Natural and processed materials have a range of physical properties that can influence their
use (ACSSU074)
Earth’s surface changes over time as a result of natural processes and human activity
(ACSSU075)

Is there Maths in Leaves?
Science is interconnected
Science is taught in a disconnected compartmental way.
This is an opportunity to explore Science and its
connections.

Session created by Mr. Brett Darcy

How to run this session
Encourage students to explore different types of leaves from plants to
discover range of patterns, shapes, symmetries
Share GoMicro images and allow students discover and discuss
diversity of Earth.

Preparation
Set of GoMicro microscopes, digital devices e.g. smart phone, IPad,
(set of different rocks and minerals is optional and best introduced at
the end of the session).
The main component of the exploration can happen outdoors.
Australian Curriculum Links
Natural and processed materials have a range of physical properties that can influence their
use (ACSSU074)
Earth’s surface changes over time as a result of natural processes and human activity
(ACSSU075)

Do you Pollute the Ocean?
How we contribute to ocean pollution
Our oceans are being polluted. We think it is done by others.
This is a chance to assess our contribution to it. What
happens to our stuff when we throw them away?

Session created by Oliwia Derda

How to run this session
Encourage students to explore their belongings, things that they wear,
things that they bring to school using the GoMicro. Let them guess
what happens to all their things when they are discarded.
Share GoMicro images and allow students to discuss “What happens
when these reach the ocean”

Preparation
The students are encouraged to explore personal items, what's worn
on the body has enough pollutants.
Australian Curriculum Links
People use science in their daily lives, including when caring for their environment and living
things (ACSHE035)
Human causes and effects of landscape degradation (ACHGK051)

Why Does Our Food Spoil?
Exploration of Bacteria and Fungi
What happens to our food when we leave it out for too long?
Does it stay fresh and safe to eat forever? Are the nutrients
returned back to Earth?

Session created by Oliwia Derda

How to run this session
Encourage students to explore different types of mouldy food items
with GoMicro
Share the GoMicro images and allow students to discuss “what
makes food rot?

Preparation
This session requires preparation in advance (organize spoiled food,
bread, jam, fruits left in sealed sandwich bags for couple of days) for
optimal results
Australian Curriculum Links
Living things have life cycles (ACSSU072)
The growth and survival of living things are affected by physical conditions of their environment
(ACSSU094)

Is it Salt or Sugar?
Exploration of crystal forms
Crystals are solid materials with distinctive shape and
structure. Where do these shapes come from? Can you
use these shapes to tell them apart?

Session created by Oliwia Derda

How to run this session
Encourage students to explore salt and sugar crystals with GoMicro.
Students can assess the structure and guess what is salt or sugar.
Share the GoMicro images and start a discussion on “How are these
crystals different?”.

Preparation
A set of different rocks and minerals is optional and best introduced at
the end of the session)
Salt, sugar (could be tasted after to find out the answer), Epsom Salts,
jelly crystals (different colours)
Australian Curriculum Links
Natural and processed materials have a range of physical properties that can influence their
use (ACSSU074)
Earth’s surface changes over time as a result of natural processes and human activity
(ACSSU075)

Background
GoMicro started as 60x project at the Australian Science and Mathematics
School within a project “Innovation Space” directed by Dr.Sivam Krish. The
aim of this project was to find means of engaging students in STEM as kids
in Australia and many other nations find science boring or uninteresting.
The use of mobile clip-on microscopes was found to be an ideal tool for
creating higher levels of engagement and interest. It enables students to take
charge of their own learning and have fun doing so.
60x became very popular in Australian primary schools as kids enjoyed using
the clip-on microscopes to investigate the mysteries of microscopic the world
around them.
This project continued to grow through the tech start-up company Sensibility
PtyLtd, founded by Dr Sivam Krish. The company continued to run hundreds
of sessions in schools, science-engagement events. It also participated in a
good number of teacher-training sessions.

GoMicro is now developing apps and lesson plans to engage kids
throughout the world in the mysteries of the microscopic world.

Author
Oliwia Derda
“Inquiry based learning has an
ability to spark curiosity,
engage and gain a deep
understanding of the content,
whilst being interesting and
fun.”
I was fortunate to be a student at the Australian Science and Mathematics
School where GoMicro started a project as part of Innovation Space - an
initiative to develop inquiry based student directed learning initiated by
former principal Susan Hyde.
It was here, I found my passion for Science and exploration of the
unknown. More importantly it inspired me to keep exploring ways in which
we can impart that interest to the next generation of learners.

-We invite you to join our teacher community creating and developing GoMicro sessions

https://www.facebook.com/groups/gomicroteachers/
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